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Glass transition of polymers: Memory effects in structural relaxation of polystyrene

S. C. Kuebler, A. Heuer, and H. W. Spiess
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Polymerforschung, Postfach 3148, D-55 021 Mainz, Germany

~Received 23 May 1996; revised manuscript received 18 March 1997!

The dynamics of thea relaxation in polystyrene is investigated by applying specific multidimensional
solid-state NMR echo techniques to evaluate multitime correlation functions. A broad distribution of correla-
tion times characteristic for amorphous polymers above the glass transition temperature is analyzed with
respect to temporal fluctuations within the relaxation time distribution. These fluctuations are quantified by a
rate memory parameter Q. The experimental correlation functions revealQ to be almost at its theoretical
minimum, proving a strong coupling among different relaxation modes. Similar results obtained for polyvinyl-
acetate and ortho-terphenyl indicate that this behavior is a characteristic feature of the dynamics in amorphous
systems above the glass transition as seen by NMR experiments. Furthermore, the multitime correlation
functions allow one to quantify the heterogeneous and homogeneous contributions to the relaxation process
and to determine to what extent the relaxation can be regarded as a heterogeneous superposition of different
relaxation processes as opposed to a homogeneous scenario, in which the nonexponentiality is intrinsic. The
analysis reveals that the relaxation is close to the heterogeneous limit and that remaining deviations indicate the
presence of a small fraction of correlated back-and-forth jumps.
@S1063-651X~97!08407-9#

PACS number~s!: 61.43.Fs, 61.41.1e, 64.70.Pf, 05.40.1j
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I. INTRODUCTION

Structural relaxation of amorphous materials is oft
characterized by a nonexponential decay of the meas
correlation functions@1#, which is attributed to a cooperative
nonlocal dynamics. Numerous models of the cooperativity
glassy materials have been discussed in the literature@2,3#
such as the concept of cooperatively rearranging reg
@4,5# or the coupling scheme@6#. Additional insight into the
nature of the complex dynamics on a microscopic scale
be gained in terms of the concepts of therelaxation typeand
the rate memory.

The relaxation type being either heterogeneous or ho
geneous is related to the question whether the nonexpo
tiality is caused by a superposition of different exponen
processes or by a superposition of intrinsically nonexpon
tial processes, respectively. Since experimentally acces
correlation functions measure an ensemble average, a
tinction between both scenarios cannot be made simply
the basis of the shape of the resulting nonexponential re
ation function. Qualitatively, a heterogeneous relaxation
plies the existence of fast and slow segments, attribute
density differences of the local structure@7#. Of course, the
density differences as well as the local geometric constra
are not static but fluctuate with time. Therefore, one m
speak of dynamic heterogeneities. Considering geometric
constraints in an amorphous polymer, a preference of co
lated back-and-forth jumps may exist even though the m
lecular potential is not static, but may have changed sign
cantly after a reorientation process. Such effects have ind
been observed in Brownian and molecular-dynamics sim
tions of polymer chains@8,9#. As shown in Ref.@10#, corre-
lated back-and-forth jumps~equivalent to anorientational
memory! are the origin of homogeneous contributions to t
relaxation process. In general, both homogeneous and
erogeneous contributions are expected to be present.

Experimentally, the existence of dynamic heterogenei
has been demonstrated by a number of different experim
@11–15#. To date, however, no experiment has been p
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formed that quantifies the actual contribution of dynam
heterogeneities to the nonexponentiality of the relaxation

Recently, formal criteria have been proposed that allow
to quantify homogeneous and heterogeneous contribution
the relaxation process from the knowledge of two-time a
three-time correlation functions@10#. As will be shown in
this paper, these correlation functions are experimentally
cessible by multidimensional NMR and allow a determin
tion and quantification of the relaxation type.

The existence of dynamic heterogeneities raises the q
tion of how long a segment may keep its present relaxa
rate, introducing the concept of arate memory. Experimen-
tally, a qualitative answer has been sought by means of
duced four-dimensional~4D! exchange NMR spectroscopy
applied to study thea relaxation of polyvinylacetate~PVAC!
around the glass transition@11#. The idea behind the experi
ment ~schematically depicted in Fig. 1! is to select a slowly
relaxing subensemble and to monitor the time necessary
fluctuations to occur, redistributing these slow segments
wards the equilibrium distribution. For PVAC, the time sca
of these fluctuations is close to the time scale of thea relax-
ation itself @16#. Meanwhile, similar observations have be
made in reduced 4D experiments on ortho-terphenyl~OTP!
@17#.

Motivated by the study of Ref.@11#, other experimental

FIG. 1. Principle of experimental techniques to monitor d
namic fluctuations within a distribution of relaxation rates. For e
ample, in 4D NMR, a slow subensemble is selected and its retur
the equilibrium distribution with timetm2 is monitored.
741 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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742 56S. C. KUEBLER, A. HEUER, AND H. W. SPIESS
techniques have been developed to tackle the questio
dynamic fluctuations within a relaxation rate distributio
For example, by fluorescence spectroscopy, a dynamic
biased subset of probe molecules was selected through
tobleaching and the randomization of orientations was p
sued by fluorescence decay@18–20#. This experiment will be
discussed further in Sec. IV.

It is important to note that information about the ra
memory cannot be obtained from measuring two-time co
lation functions, e.g., via methods of 2D exchange NM
yielding a specific rate, but rather by a 4D exchange exp
ment, capable of relating the rates of a given molecular s
ment at two different times through the measurement o
four-time correlation function. Consequently, in 2D e
change experiments the relaxation of the entire ensemb
monitored, in contrast to the 4D exchange experiment, wh
monitors the return of a dynamically biased subensem
into the equilibrium state. Therefore, from the 4D exchan
experiments information is obtained that is inaccessible
2D NMR techniques.

Mathematically, the concept of a rate memory is based
analyzing the possible outcome of a four-time correlat
function, accessible through a 4D echo experiment, fo
given two-time correlation function as obtained by metho
of 2D exchange NMR. Surprisingly, the additional inform
tion content of the four-time correlation function can be e
pressed by a single parameterQ, which can be interpreted a
the ratio of typical slow relaxation rates to the average
change rate between slow and fast segments. Since a
formulation of the concept of the rate memory is somew
involved, it is presented in the preceding paper@21#.

The present work will focus on a detailed analysis of t
dynamic properties of thea relaxation. First, rather than ana
lyzing the four-time correlation function for the limiting cas
of a bimodal distribution of relaxation rates@16,22# or spe-
cific N-state models@17#, we demonstrate how the rat
memory parameterQ is determined from correlation func
tions measured in 2D and 4D exchange NMR experime
Second, we analyze whether the fast fluctuations obse
for PVAC are specific to this polymer or are a general fe
ture of the microscopic dynamics of amorphous polym
close to the glass transition. Third, we determine the re
ation type on the basis of the concepts introduced in R
@10#.

For our present study, we selected amorphous polysty
~PS!, which has been characterized by multidimensio
NMR before. From 1D line-shape analysis and 2D excha
experiments, the dynamics of the PS main chain aboveTg
was described by small-step rotational diffusion with a d
tribution of correlation times several decades wide and
temperature dependence of the mean correlation times ex
iting a non-Arrhenius temperature dependence@23#. Re-
cently, detailed information about the geometry of ma
chain motions in PS was obtained by various 3D NMR te
niques@24,25#. Two types of motion, namely, small-step r
orientations and large angle motions, the latter being ass
ated with conformational transitions@26#, were separated.

The paper is organized as follows. After briefly reviewin
the relevant aspects of multidimensional solid-state NMR
Sec. II, the theoretical concepts related to the rate mem
and the relaxation type are summarized in Sec. III, follow
of
.
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by a discussion of the experimental results in Sec. IV. W
conclude with a summary in Sec. V.

II. ECHO TECHNIQUES IN MULTIDIMENSIONAL
SOLID-STATE NMR

Solid-state NMR techniques exploit anisotropic intera
tions that yield information on the orientation and dynam
of specific molecular sites@27#. For 2H NMR, the spectral
shapes are dominated by the coupling of the quadrupole
ment of a nucleus to the electric-field gradient at the nucl
site. To a good approximation, the interaction can be
scribed by an axially symmetric field gradient tensor with t
unique axisz along the C-2H bond direction, leading to tran
sition frequenciesv:

v:5v~q;t !56
d

2
@3cos2q~ t !21#, ~1!

where d denotes the anisotropy parameter related to
strength of the quadrupole coupling~typically d52p3125
kHz for rigid aliphatic C-2H bonds! and q(t) the time-
dependent~due to molecular reorientations! angle between
the unique axis of the field gradient tensor and the st
magnetic field. Two- and higher-dimensional experime
have been proven particularly useful because the orientat
of a C-2H bond can be related at two or more subsequ
times. The basic principle of the 2D exchange experimen
outlined in Fig. 2~a!. During the evolution timet1, the
angular-dependent frequency of a spin is encoded an
stored with the second pulse as longitudinal magnetizatio
the beginning of the mixing timetm . Molecular motions
during tm lead to frequency changes and the new freque
is read out by applying a third pulse, initiating the detecti
period.

Setting the pulse lengths and phases appropria
@28,29#, one obtains the cosine modulated 2D time dom
signal, which parametrically depends on the mixing tim
tm :

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the pulse sequences for the 2D sti
lated echo and 4D echo experiments~see also Table I! to obtain the
two-time and four-time correlation functions, respectively.~a! In
the stimulated echo experiment, an echo originates from com
nents immobile duringtm , thus measuring the relaxation rate of th
entire ensemble.~b! In the 4D echo experiment, molecular se
ments that are rigid duringtm1 give rise to a stimulated echo afte
tp in the second evolution period. Exchange of reorientation ra
may take place duringtm2. The same filter is applied duringtm3,
yielding the final echo intensity in dependence ontm2.
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TABLE I. Pulse sequences to measure the different four-time correlation functions; see Eqs.~5! and~6!
and Fig. 2~b!. The summation of the first and second time domain signals in the table generates the
lation function~5!. The correlation function~6! is obtained by summation of all four 4D time domain signa

4D time domain signal Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Receiver

^cos(v1tp)cos(v2tp)cos(v3tp)cos(v4tp)& X X X X X X X Y

^sin(v1tp)sin(v2tp)cos(v3tp)cos(v4tp)& X Y X Y X X X Y

^cos(v1tp)cos(v2tp)sin(v3tp)sin(v4tp)& X X X X X Y X X

^sin(v1tp)sin(v2tp)sin(v3tp)sin(v4tp)& X Y X Y X Y X X
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F2,cos~ t1 ,t2 ;tm!5^cos@v~q;tm!t2#cos@v~q;0!t1#&, ~2!

where the angular brackets denote the average over the
vidual orientations in the sample:

^cos@v~q;tm!t2#cos@v~q;0!t1#&

5E dq2E dq1cos@v~q2;tm!t2#

3cos@~v~q1 ;0!t1#P1u1~q2 ,tmuq1 ,0!P1u0~q1!. ~3!

HereP1u1(q2 ,tmuq1 ,0) is the conditional probability to find
a segment with orientationq2 :5q2(tm) at a timetm given it
had the orientationq15q1(0) at time 0.P1u0(q1) is thea
priori probability to find a segment with orientationq1. The
time domain signal in Eq.~2!, when viewed as a function o
tm for given values oft1 and t2, can be regarded as a corr
lation function, which depends parametrically on the valu
of t1 and t2. In this case, we will use the notatio
F2,cos(tm;t1,t2) for the correlation function. When focusing o
the dynamic properties of a system with identical nucl
sites, it is sufficient to employ echo techniques instead
recording full 2D spectra. Applying the 2D pulse sequen
of Fig. 2~a!, a stimulated echo originates at a tim
tp :5t15t2 after the third pulse, caused by segments that
not change their frequency duringtm . Acquiring these ech-
oes as a function oftm allows Eq.~2! to be rewritten to yield
the correlation function@30#:

F2,cos~ tm ;tp!5 1
2 ^cos~v22v1!tp1cos~v21v1!tp&

> 1
2 ^cos~v22v1!tp&, ~4!

where we have used the abbreviationsv2 :5v(q;tm) and
v1 :5v(q;0) to increase the readability of the formula
here and below. For sufficiently largetp ~typically >30 ms
for rigid deuterons! the last term in the first line of Eq.~4!,
which corresponds to the free induction decay~FID! starting
at time2tp before the third pulse, has already decayed
zero. Meeting this condition can easily be verified by obse
ing no asymmetry of the echo envelope or, if necessary,
sine modulated correlation functionF2,sin(tm;tp) may be
added to cancel the unwanted FID, which there appears
a negative sign@30#.

From now on we will normalizeF2,cos(tm;tp) such that
F2,cos(tm50;tp)51. Furthermore, we will drop the paramet
tp from the argument list of the two-time and four-time co
relation functions. For processes with a single correlat
time tc , the intensity of the stimulated echo decays mon
exponentially to a final value dependent on the geometry
the reorientation, i.e., to zero for random jumps in the lim
di-
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dtp@1 @27#. The presence of a distribution of correlatio
times leads to a nonexponential decay of the stimulated e
and is often accounted for by fitting the decay curve by
stretched exponential according to F2,cos(tm)
5exp@2(t/t0)

b#, with b being a measure for the width of th
distribution andt0 a characteristic relaxation time@31#.

Basically, the pulse sequence for the reduced 4D e
experiment Fig. 2~b!, can be viewed as two subseque
stimulated echo experiments, separated by a variable d
time tm2. After the third pulse, a stimulated echo occurs
described above, composed of the C-2H bonds that have no
significantly reoriented during the course of the first mixi
time. Their magnetization is then stored as longitudinal m
netization intm2. Thus the first part of the pulse sequen
acts as a filter, selecting only components essentially imm
bile duringtm1. During the second mixing timetm2, slow and
fast components may exchange due to the fluctuations in
system. Then the same filter is applied intm3 via a second
stimulated echo sequence. By selecting pulse lengths
phases accordingly~see Table I and@29#!, the following cor-
relation functions are determined as functions of eithertm1,
tm2, or tm3:

F4,cos~ tm1 ,tm2 ,tm3!5^cos~v22v1!tpcos~v4tp!cos~v3tp!&,
~5!

where we have already used the shorthand notation in
duced above, i.e.,v4 :5v(q;tm31tm21tm1). Analogous to
the 2D experiment, both the cosine and sine modulated
signals can be added to eliminate unwanted contribution
necessary:

F4~ tm1 ,tm2 ,tm3!5^cos~v22v1!tpcos~v42v3!tp&. ~6!

To determine fluctuations between fast and slow relax
segments, the signalsF4,cos(tm1,tm2,tm3) or F4(tm1 ,tm2 ,tm3)
are recorded as a function oftm2 with tm1 andtm3 as param-
eters and we will useF4,cos(tm2) or F4(tm2) for the corre-
sponding correlation functions from now on. Oftentm1 and
tm3 are chosen to be equal and will then be denotedtm0. As
will be discussed in Sec. IV A, for the determination of th
rate memory it is sufficient to employ the signal~5! since the
additional measurement of sine terms results only in a sm
correction to the shape of the echo decay curve. Therefor
the following, onlyF4(tm2) will be used to develop the the
oretical background, whereasF4,cos(tm2) is measured experi
mentally to approximateF4(tm2). It is easy to check tha
mainly components for whichv45v3 andv25v1 contrib-
ute to the final echo intensity inF4,cos(tm2). Since many seg-
ments of the initially selected slow subensemble will ha
become fast in the limit of longtm2, they will not contribute
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to the second stimulated echo acquired aftertm3. Therefore,
one expectsF4(tm2) to decrease monotonically with the mix
ing time tm2 to a final plateau value, which depends on t
characteristics ofF2(tm) and the value of the filter time
tm0

, which generally is on the order oft0. At this point, it is
important to note that whether or not a segment reorie
during tm2 is not relevant for the final signal intensity sinc
the information not about the orientation of individual se
ments but rather about their dynamic state is preserved
ing tm2. As can be seen from Eq.~4!, the evolution period
parametertp is a measure for the angular width of orient
tions contributing to the stimulated echo intensity@32#. For
small tp , the filter is not very effective, while for largetp a
good orientational selection is possible. Qualitatively, in
2D exchange spectrum, this corresponds to choosing
bounds for integration of the signal around the diago
(v15v2) @27#. Note that other mixing times thantm2 may
be varied as well, resulting in different correlation functio
~6!. For example, a functionF4(tm3), obtained by increment
ing tm3 for fixed tm1 andtm2, will give information about the
characteristic relaxation time and width of the correlati
time distribution of the selected subensemble. Such stu
have been reported previously for polystyrene@12#.

III. THEORY

A. Rate memory

In this section we elucidate the additional informati
content of the four-time correlation functionF4(tm2) for a
given two-time correlation functionF2(tm) @21#. In the pres-
ence of dynamic heterogeneities, the functionF4(tm2) mea-
sures the time scale between the limiting cases of no
change between fast and slow segments fortm2→0 and
complete exchange fortm2→`, resulting in the equilibrium
rate distribution of the whole ensemble.
ic
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For the simplest model of a bimodal and equal distrib
tion of relaxation rates, three parameters are involved: a s
and a fast relaxation rateks andkf , as well as an exchang
rateG between both states. The relaxation of this model
expressed byF2(tm) is biexponential witheffectiveratesks
and k f . For GÞ0, ks is greater thanks , the enhancemen
being brought about by the exchange process that effecti
opens another relaxation channel for an initially slow se
ment. The effective slow relaxation rateks is then approxi-
mately given byks'ks1G. Since the value ofG is only
meaningful in comparison to the time scale typical for t
whole system, the dimensionless rate memory param
Q>1 with

Q:5ks /G'11
ks
G

>1 ~7!

is introduced. The rate memory parameterQ counts the num-
ber of relaxation processes until a slow segment change
rate and can simply be expressed on the basis ofF2(tm) and
F4(tm2) since ks is obtained fromF2(tm) and G from
F4(tm2) @16#. Low-Q values indicate a strong coupling be
tween the different relaxation modes and hence a fast de
of F4(tm2) to its final plateau value and therefore a sho
time rate memory, whereas large values ofQ are indicative
of weak coupling and subsequently a long-time rate memo

Typically, a continuous rather than bimodal distributio
of relaxation rates is observed in amorphous polymers.
this general case a rate memory parameterQ can still be
defined, now effectively counting the number of relaxati
processes undergone before the present dynamic state
segment is uncorrelated to its initially slow state. As sho
in detail in Ref.@21#, F4(tm2) can be calculated on the bas
of F2(tm) and the experimental parameterstm1 and tm3 for
different values ofQ; the relation being in a good approx
mation
F4~ tm2!5F2~ tm11tm2 /Q1tm3!1
@F2~ tm1!2F2~ tm11tm2 /Q!#@F2~ tm3!2F2~ tm31tm2 /Q!#

12F2~ tm2 /Q!
. ~8!
of
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We note here that this equation is expected to hold part
larly well if the homogeneous contributions are small a
tm15tm3; see Sec. V B of Ref.@21#.

The dependence of Eq.~8! on all three mixing times
tm1, tm2, andtm3 might suggest thatQ can also be extracte
by variation oftm1 or tm3 for a fixed value oftm2. However,
as will be illustrated by an experimental example, this can
be recommended in practice.

B. Relaxation type

As already discussed in the Introduction, the relaxat
type describes whether the nonexponentiality is mainly
to heterogeneous~superposition of different exponential re
laxation processes! or homogeneous~superposition of iden-
tical intrinsically nonexponential relaxation processes! dy-
namics. As shown in@10#, intrinsically nonexponentia
u-

t

n
e

dynamics can be uniquely traced back to the presence
correlated back-and-forth jumps. Hence both limits can
characterized so that in the heterogeneous case there ano
back-and-forth jumps and in the homogeneous caseno slow
and fast segments, i.e., no selectivity. Verifying the occ
rence of back-and-forth jumps requires the knowledge of
orientation of a given segment at at least three succes
times. Therefore, the measurement of a three-time corr
tion function is necessary to determine the relaxation ty
Specifically, the measurement of the particular three-ti
correlation function

^cos~v32v2!tpcos~v22v1!tp& ~9!

is required, which appears to be accessible by means o
3D exchange pulse sequence. A closer examination, h
ever, yields that all four 3D time domain signals need to
measured and combined in an experimentally infeasible fa
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56 745GLASS TRANSITION OF POLYMERS: MEMORY . . .
ion @33#. Yet the structure of the required three-time cor
lation function is identical to the four-time correlation fun
tion F4 of Eq. ~6! under the condition thatv35v2 in the
latter. Therefore, the three-time correlation function can
realized by means of a 4D exchange experiment since
conditionv35v2 can be assured by settingtm2 to the small-
est experimentally possible value~usually>1 ms!, exclud-
ing the occurrence of molecular reorientation in this tim
period. As will be shown below,F4(tm1 ,tm2 ,tm3) will be
evaluated for particular values oftm15tm35tm0/2, that is,

F4~ tm15tm0/2,tm250,tm35tm0/2!

5^cos~v22v1!tpcos~v42v3!tp& ~10!

will be measured, where the notationtm250 is meant to
indicate the shortest experimentally possible value for
respective mixing time, ensuring that the conditionv35v2
is met. In the following, we will use the notatio
F4(tm1 ,tm3) for the special three-time correlation function
preserve its close relation to the actual 4D experiments,
formed for the shortest possible value oftm2.

In the homogeneous case, a subensemble is always i
tinguishable from the entire ensemble, rendering the fi
selection ineffective, with the result that the outcome af
the mixing timetm3 is independent from the events durin
the first mixing timetm1. Thus the following factorization is
allowed:

F4~ tm1 ,tm3!5F2~ tm1!F2~ tm3!, ~11!

which establishes a condition for the homogeneous case@10#.
In contrast, the condition for the heterogeneous cas

obtained by considering the total absence of back-and-f
jumps. Back-and-forth jumps do not contribute
F4(tm1 ,tm3) since any segment that moves significantly d
ing tm1 and jumps back duringtm3 does not pass the firs
filter and thus does not contribute toF4(tm1 ,tm3). It will,
however, contribute toF2(tm) with tm5tm21tm3 since the
orientation att50 andt5tm is the same. Consequently, on
in the limit of a vanishing probability of correlated back-an
forth jumps are the correlation functionsF2(tm) and
F4(tm1 ,tm3) expected to be equal. Specifically, the conditi
for the heterogeneous case reads

F4~ tm1 ,tm3!5F2~ tm11tm3!. ~12!

Mathematically, this relation is equivalent to the statem
^sin(v22v1)tpsin(v42v3)tp&50 @10#. Generally, if both
homogeneous and heterogeneous contributions are pre
one expects~see@10#!

@F2~ tm0/2!#2<F4~ tm0/2,tm0/2!<F2~ tm0!. ~13!

In the case of purely homogeneous relaxation the first
functions are identical, whereas for purely heterogeneous
laxation the second and the third function are identic
Hence a comparison of the three functions directly allo
one to judge whether homogeneous or heterogeneous r
ation predominates. The experimental realization to de
mine the relaxation type by applying Eq.~13! will be dis-
cussed in Sec. IV.
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Originally, in Ref.@10# the formalism was developed an
applied to the case of translational dynamics, but can
transferred to rotational dynamics as well. In this case t
rather subtle complications arise. The first is related to
fact that the range ofv is finite (2d/2<v<d). A segment,
that by chance changed its NMR frequency from2d/2 to
d during the first time interval will afterward experience
negative change in frequency. This appear like a correla
back-and-forth jump in frequency space sincev12v2)(v3
2v4),01. Although the jump processes may occur witho
any orientational memory, according to our definition, th
results in homogeneous contributions. Correlations of t
kind, albeit somewhat weaker, will also hold for less extre
cases. They can be reduced by choosing sufficiently la
values of tp since then such correlations are effective
smeared out. The second complication is due to the nonlin
dependence of the NMR frequency on orientation; see
~1!. This means that for some orientations a jump of, e.g.,
° leads to a significant change inv, whereas for some othe
orientationsv will basically remain constant. In terms of th
above definitions this will be interpreted as the first segm
being ‘‘faster’’ ~in terms of the change inv) than the sec-
ond, leading to small heterogeneous contributions, eve
both segments exhibit identical dynamics. This effect c
equally be circumvented by increasing the value oftp ,
thereby effectively increasing the ‘‘strength’’ of the filter an
thus its ability to be sensitive to small frequency chang
Only for the case that the dynamics strictly corresponds
rotational diffusion, such as for the dynamics of colloids, t
situation is not alleviated by increasing the value oftp @34#.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experiment

Polystyrene, deuterated at the main chain~PS2d3)1 was
purchased from Polymer Standards Service, Mainz, G
many. The sample had a weight average molecular weigh
173 000 g/mol and a polydispersity value of 1.03. The gl
transition temperature obtained by differential scanning ca
rimetry was 376 K with a heating rate of 10 K/min.2H NMR
spectra were recorded on a Bruker CXP 300 spectrome
operating at a resonance frequency of 45 MHz with a 9
pulse length of 3ms. The recycle delay was set to 3 s, whi
was at least three times longer than the longitudinal rel
ation time. The total experimental time ranged between s
eral hours for the stimulated echo decays and 223 days for
a 4D experiment. The sample was annealed for at least
prior to the experiments; during the measurements the t
perature stability was better than60.5 K.

B. Rate memory

The NMR experiments on polystyrene were performed
temperatures aboveTg where the average correlation time
are in the slow-motion limit (1 ms<tc,10 s!. The data
obtained from the stimulated echo decayF2,cos(tm) measured
at T5Tg110 K are shown in Fig. 3~a!. The evolution time
was set totp530 ms to provide efficient filtering. Both the
cosine and the sum of the cosine and sine modulated 2D
sets were recorded to test the assumption in Eq.~3!; virtually
identical parameters were obtained in both cases. The s
line is a fit of a stretched exponential with the characteris
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time constantt0 of 9.5 ms and a distribution constan
b50.38. The parameters correspond to an average cor
tion time of ^tc&5(t0 /b)G(1/b)537 ms and to a distribu
tion of relaxation rates with a full width at half maximum o
about 3 decades. The longitudinal relaxation time measu
independently could be approximated as a single expone
with T15800 ms and, together with the prefactor of the fi
ting function, was used to normalize the 2D echo decay.
values are in agreement with previous data obtained by N
@23# and those obtained by light scattering techniqu
@35,36#.

In the 4D echo experiment,tm1 5 tm3 5 tm0 was set to 15
ms to achieve a good filter effect within the relaxation ra
distribution and to apply the same filter before and after
second mixing time. A smaller value oftm0, which is best
chosen to be on the order oft0, results in an insufficient
filter, whereas for longer values oftm0, most of the signal
intensity is discarded by the first filter, thus causing sign
to-noise problems in the subsequent analysis. As in the
experiment,tp was set to 30ms. The experimental 4D ech
decay, normalized to its value for the shortest mixing tim
tm2, is presented in Fig. 3~b!. The data were corrected fo
longitudinal relaxation with an exponential decay wi
T151.1 s.

FIG. 3. ~a! 2D echo decayF2,cos(tm) for polystyrene at
T5Tg110 K with tp530 ms. The solid line represents a stretch
exponential with fit parametersb50.38 andt059.5 ms. ~b! 4D
echo decayF4,cos(tm2) obtained with the filtertm0 set to 15 ms. The
theoretical curves for differentQ calculated from the 2D echo dat
are also shown. ForQ51, the information of the initial rate is los
after a single relaxation process, whereasQ→` corresponds to the
maximum rate memory. The experimental data indicateQ to be
near the theoretical minimum ofQ51, implying strong fluctuations
between slow and fast segments.F4,coshas been normalized so tha
F4,cos(0)51.
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It is immediately visible that the relaxation rate of th
selected subensemble is slower than that of the entire
semble. The rate memory, however, is not infinite sin
F4,cos(tm2) decays with time, indicating equilibration of th
subensemble in a finite time as one would expect for a
ergodic system. Theoretical curves forF4,cos(tm2) for differ-
ent values ofQ, calculated from Eq.~8!, are shown as solid
lines. A comparison with the experimental data revealsQ to
be between 1 and 1.5, whereas the calculated curve
Q52 already shows significant deviations from the expe
mental data points. The small value ofQ indicates that a
selected, initially slow segment needs only between one
two elementary steps to become equilibrated again, whic
close to the theoretical minimum ofQ51.

One experimental uncertainty in the determination ofQ is
given by the possibility to normalize the NMR data to th
value of the shortest mixing timetm2. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to measure at temperatures not too high so thatt0 is long
enough to determine the initial plateau value. In the pres
experiment, the normalization leads to insignificant var
tions for the value ofQ only. Furthermore, in multidimen-
sional exchange NMR, the exchange intensity~or, equiva-
lently, the reduction in the echo intensity! may arise not only
from dynamic processes, but also from spin diffusion, that
magnetization transfer among2H nuclei mediated by dipole-
dipole couplings. In the past, the effect of spin diffusion h
been ruled out from the observed temperature dependen
the exchange process, assuming spin diffusion to be a n
thermally activated process. For PS, it has been shown by
exchange NMR belowTg that the time constant for spin
diffusion is more than 100 s@37#. Recent investigations hav
addressed the question whether molecular motions hav
impact on the spin diffusion rates in deuterated syste
@38,39#. There it was concluded that for disordered syste
close to the glass transition with motional correlation tim
of the order of 102321 s ~slow motion limit!, as studied
here, the effects of spin diffusion can be neglected in ana
ing stimulated echo decay functions. Fortc.1 s, spin diffu-
sion processes~with typical time constants of tens of sec
onds! compete with dynamic processes. Additionally, f
rigid systems, spin diffusion rates are only nonzero for sm
frequency separations~less than 5–10 kHz!. Yet motions
with tc in the range 10

26–1023 s can render the spin diffu
sion rates temperature dependent, resulting in spin diffus
rates in the range 1–10 s21 @39#. As can be seen from Fig
3~b!, the value ofQ is determined from the part of the deca
curves wheretm<200 ms@note thatF4(tm2) scales logarith-
mically with Q in the plots; cf. Ref.@21##. In this time re-
gime, experimental implications such as relaxation and s
diffusion are negligible.

Since the theoretical curve forF4,cos(tm2) is calculated
from experimentally obtained values forF2,cos(ttm), the de-
pendence of the value ofQ on the stimulated echo fit param
eters needs to be determined. The experimentalF2,cos(tm)
data in Fig. 4~a! can be reasonably well fitted withb ranging
from 0.3 to 0.4 andt0 between 7 ms and 10 ms, respective
The calculated curves forF4,cos(tm2) corresponding to those
parameters are shown in Fig. 4~b!. The slope is only slightly
influenced, with variations on the order of the experimen
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uncertainties. Accordingly,Q does not depend crucially o
the choice of the fit parameters of the 2D echo data.

Unfortunately, the temperature dependence ofQ cannot
be obtained from multidimensional NMR experiments sin
for most polymers the slow motion limit assumption, whe
the analysis is applicable, is valid only up to approximat
Tg125 K. Simulations on the basis of a modified Fredric
son model, where such restrictions do not exist, indicat
weak temperature dependence ofQ @40#.

A similar small value ofQ was found for PVAC at
Tg120 K @16#, which is close to the minimum value o
Q>1 observed in polystyrene, indicating large dynam
fluctuations and intimately coupled relaxation modes n
the glass transition. Since in the meantime a similar re
has even been found for a low-molar glass-forming sys
@17#, it seems that by analyzing fluctuations in terms of a r
memory parameter we have found a behavior that is typ
for strongly cooperative motion around the glass transitio

Comparing the results of the 4D NMR experiments
amorphous polymers with those obtained by other spec
scopic techniques, it is striking that the photobleaching
periments performed on the low-molar glass-former OTP
dicates that there is a large fraction of probe molecules t
initially slow, do not randomize during a time period consi
erably larger than the average reorientation rate@20#. These
long-lived constraints would indicate a large value ofQ, in
marked contrast to the 4D NMR experiments performed
OTP, which can also be modeled well in terms of a mi
mum rate memory@17#. Since these discrepancies point t

FIG. 4. Analysis of the influence of the 2D fit parameters on
calculation ofF4,cos(tm2) for Q51. ~a! F2,cos(tm) for reasonable fits
with b in the range 0.3–0.4 and relaxation constantst0 between 7
and 10 ms.~b! F4,cos(tm2) determined on the basis of the 2D fun
tions in ~a!. The calculated decays are only slightly influenced
variation of the fit parameters.
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wards an effect that is interesting and so far not understo
we briefly mention some major differences between both
periments.~i! In NMR, the sample itself is deuterated, whi
the optical technique relies on a fluorescent probe molec
which, however, has been shown to follow the bulk dyna
ics very well.~ii ! In the fluorescent experiments, the depth
the bleaching as set by the laser beam determines the
strength. The effectiveness of the bleaching has been
served to depend strongly on the experimental conditio
such as the probe molecule and the system under inves
tion in ana priori unknown way. In contrast, the stimulate
echo filter in the 4D NMR experiment is quantitatively set
the time delaytm0. ~iii ! The optical experiment has bee
performed exactly atTg ~10–20 K lower than the NMR ex-
periment!.

Finally, we address the question of whether sampling
tm3 for fixed tm1 and tm2 is capable of obtaining the rat
memory parameterQ. To this end, the data obtained prev
ously for PS@12# were reanalyzed; see Fig. 5. The 2D ec
decay is characterized byt055 ms andb50.33, whereas
the selected slow subensemble has a characteristic time
stant about five times longer with a narrower distributi
parameterb. It turns out that the different theoretical curve
for Q51 andQ5` are rather similar as compared to th
significant differences one would obtain from variation
the central mixing timetm2. As also shown in Fig. 5, by
appropriate scaling both limiting casesQ51 andQ5` fit
the data equally well so that in practical applications
statement about the rate memory can be made. Since
typical experimental parametersF4(tm2) displays a plateau
value for smalltm2 the normalization problem does not occ
when varyingtm2 rather thantm3. The situation is slightly
better in simulations since in contrast to the NMR expe
ment the data point fort50 can be determined so that n
additional scaling has to be taken into account@10#.

C. Relaxation type

To determine whether the dynamics in PS is mainly h
erogeneous or homogeneous based on Eq.~13! we measured
F2,cos(tm), shown in the upper curve in Fig. 6. Fitting
stretched exponential yieldst056.5 ms andb50.45 for

e

FIG. 5. 2D echo decay in PS and theoretical prediction of
4D echo decay dependent ontm3 in terms of the rate memory fo
Q→` ~solid line! and Q→1 ~dashed line!. Both experimental
curvesF4(tm3) differ only by a scaling factor. This demonstate
that experimentallyQ cannot be extracted from the variation o
tm3.
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F2,cos(tm). The temperature (T5Tg113 K! was slightly
higher than for the previous measurements, accounting
the reduced distribution width of correlation times at high
temperatures observed previously for PS-d3 @23#. From
F2,cos(tm) the dashed line representing@F2,cos(tm/2)#

2 was cal-
culated. The four-time correlation functionF4(tm0/2,tm0/2)
was measured fortm054.3t0 and tm058.7t0.

Here one experimental aspect has to be taken into
count. Note that different pulse sequences were applie
obtainF2,cos(tm0) andF4(tm0/2,tm0/2) and therefore the ab
solute value ofF2,cos(tm0) measured via a 2D echo exper
ment cannot be compared directly to the value
F4(tm0/2,tm0/2) acquired by applying a 4D echo sequen
Comparability for the two values oftm0 given above can be
achieved by measuringF4(tm0,0), that is, a 4D echo experi
ment with eithertm1 or tm3 is set totm0 and the remaining
two mixing times are set to the shortest possible value~1
ms!. This allows one to normalize the intensities obtained
F4(tm0/2,tm0/2) according to F4(tm0/2,tm0/2)F2,cos(tm0)/
F4(tm0,0). Note that rather thanF4,cos(tm0/2,tm0/2),
F4(tm0/2,tm0/2) was measured to eliminate even the slight
influence of the second term in Eq.~2! on the intensity of the
echoes inF4(tm0/2,tm0/2).

The close agreement betweenF4(tm0/2,tm0/2) and
F2,cos(tm0) indicates that the relaxation is mainly heterog
neous; cf. Eq.~13!. However, there are small but significa
deviations revealing some homogeneous contributions.
simulations and analytical calculations it has been chec
that the homogeneous contributions that arise as a tr
NMR effect ~see Sec. III! only partly contribute to this dif-
ference. Hence the experimental data indicate a finite f
tion of correlated back-and-forth jumps. A quantitati

FIG. 6. Determination of the relaxation type for PS
T5Tg113 K. The close agreement betweenF4(tm0/2,tm0/2) and
F2,cos(tm0) indicates that the dynamics is mainly heterogeneo
However, the small deviations indicate some fraction of correla
back-and-forth jumps.
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analysis of this aspect will be presented elsewhere.

V. SUMMARY

We showed that a model-free interpretation of high
order correlation functions determined by NMR reveals i
portant information about the complex dynamics close to
glass transition. We analyzed quantitatively the microsco
dynamic properties of polymer segments by relating exp
mental data to a theoretical description of dynamic fluct
tions of both the orientation and the probability for changi
the orientation. This has been achieved by applying the
oretical concepts of rate memory and relaxation type. T
characteristic time of a crossover between a slow and a
relaxing subensemble was determined via multidimensio
NMR by analyzing a four-time correlation function. The in
formation content of the four-time correlation function
compared to a two-time correlation function can be para
etrized by a single parameterQ, which is a measure for the
rate memory, and the additional information content
F4(tm) can be obtained without assuming a particular fun
tional form ofF2(tm). The experimental value ofQ for poly-
styrene is near its theoretical minimum, implying a maxim
fluctuation rate within a rate distribution of given width. Th
observation is similar to the results for polyvinylacetate a
ortho-terphenyl, suggesting a common behavior of reorien
tion dynamics of glass-forming systems aboveTg with re-
spect to the rate memory but deviates from the optical
periments. Additionally, simulations of a generalize
Fredrickson model, which is a rather simple spin latti
model, also reveal values ofQ close to 1@40#.

Furthermore, the relaxation is mainly heterogeneous w
only very small homogeneous contributions, indicating
small fraction of correlated back-and-forth jumps. The dom
nance of heterogeneous contributions is in marked cont
to, e.g., the translational dynamics of a polymer melt
above the glass transition. There it has been shown via c
puter simulations that the dynamics is mainly homogene
@10#, as already predicted by the Rouse model of polym
dynamics@42,10#. Only close the glass transition the dynam
ics becomes apparently heterogeneous, indicating deviat
from the Rouse model.
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